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Con, 2572-07" ' (REVISED COURSE)

.. (3 Hours)

ND-B042

[Total Marks: 100

N. B. (1) Question No.1 is compulsory
(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining six questions.
(3) Assw~e suitable data if required -'

, .

1.(a)Le.then)be theunit sample responseof a low p~s filter with a cutoffftequency aJe,what type ()

filter has a unit sample response g(n) == (-1 t hen)? (4)

(b) Assume that a complex multiply takes 1 J.1Sand that the'anlOWltoftim~ to compute a DFT is

, <leterminedby theamountof time it takes to petfonn all the multiplications. ' (8)
. 0) How much time does it take to CQmputea 1024 point DFT directly?

(ii) ~How much time is required if an FFT is used?'-'
(c) Sequence x p (n) is periodic repetition of sequence x(n) ,What is tbe ~~tionship between Ck of

DiscreteTimeFourierSeriesof xp(n) and DFT X(k) of x(n). (8)

2 (a) A digital filter that is implemented on a DSP chip is described by the linear constant coefficient
difference equation

3 1
yen) =4 y(n-l)-gy(n-2)+x(n) [8]

In evaluating the performance of the filter, th~ wiit sample response is measUf((d,The internal
storage registers on the chip, however, are not set to zero prior to applying the iIiput. Therefore,
the output of the filter contains the effect of the initial conditiQns, which.are
y(-l) = -1 and y(-2) = 1 ,

Determine the response of the filter for all n ~ 0 and compare it with the zero state response.-
(b) For following linear shift-invariant systems, draw pole zero diagram and Identify the filter type

.basedonp~s band. - [12:
.'

"
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(i) H(z):;; ., -I wher~ lal< Il-az
""
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I+z-4

III . Z =
I + a4Z-4

3. (a) Cosider ihe following specifications for a low pass filter

0.99 =:;;IH(eJC')1=:;1.01 OS;1a>1S;0.31l' and

IH(ejcp)1~ 0.01 O.351l'S;1a>1~ n, ' (10)

Design a'linear phase FIR filter to meet these specifications using the window design method.
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b) uSe the bilinear transformation to design a discrete -time Chebychev high pass filtet an
equiri.pple passband with' . . (10)

O$I}{(ejQ/)I~O.l Osl(J)I~O.11l' and .

0.9 ~ /H(eJaI)1~ 1.0 O.31l'~ lcol~ tl

(a) Consider the sequence
x(n) = o(n) + 20(n - 2) + o(n - 3)

1) Find four point DFT ofx(n) (4)
Ii) ,If. yen) is the four point circular convolution of x(n) with itself, find J~:n)and tb~ four

'point DFT Y(k) . . (4)

iii) With hen) =o(n) +8(n ..-1)+20(n-,3), find the foUtoo:pointcircular convolution of
x(n)with.h(n). (4)

(b) Explain the pole zero locations for Type I, Type II, Type III ~d Type IV linear phase FIR .

filters. (8)'

/'

5. (a) Tht~unit sample response of an FIR filter is

}
'

)
{

a" 0 ~ n :S;6
I{n =

0 othenvise

(i) Draw the direct form imp.lementation of this system.
{ii) Detennine system function and use this to draw a flow graph that.is cascade of an FIR

system with an IIRsystem, - ;

(lii)For both of these implementations, determine the number of multiplications and additions

requiredto computeeachoutputvalue and the number of ~orage registersmat are required.----.

(10)

.. (b) Drawa lattice filter implementationfor the all pole filter
1

H (z) -
\ - 1- 0 2 -I 0 4 '-2 0 6 -3.Z +.Z +.z ,

and detennine the nwnber of multiplications, additions, and dela.ysrequired to implement the
filter. Compare this structure to a direct form realization ofh"(z) in terms of multiplies, adds"

.and delays,

(10) \

6. (a) Determine 8 point DFT for a co~tinuous time signal, x(t) = siri(2nFt) with F" ~ 50Hz using
DIf' algorithm. . (10)

(b) With the telp of block diagram, explain architecture ofTMS 32 C SX series of processors. (10)
. . . I

7. (a) Explain the Goertzel algorithm
(b) Write short note on applications ofDcr
(c) Explain briefly anyone method of long data filtering

(6)
(6)
(8)


